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grain production was not compensated by a growth in the num-
ber of animals. There was some substitution of cattle for sheep,1
but little or no net increase; nor is this surprising, since it is now
well recognized that land in a rotation under the plough yields,
in addition to its grain-output, as much animal food as if it was
permanently under grass. As for farming employment, the 1881
census showed 92,250 fewer labourers at work than in 1871.
Many went into town slums as 'general* labourers—the bottom
class of the urban proletariat, which increased by 53,496 in the
same period. Many more emigrated—nearly a million persons
left England and Wales in that decade.
The period of this chapter closes with the ruin still in progress;
its cruellest time fell in the nineties. Englishmen born in the
twentieth century may find it hard to realize what it meant; so
unimportant has farming long become in the nation's life. But
down to 1880, despite all the marvellous expansion of mining
and manufacture and metallurgy, agriculture retained a kind of
headship. It employed incomparably more people than any
other single industry. With its fortunes those of the rest still
largely fluctuated; a good harvest quickened trade all round, a bad
one slowed it. More than a century of keen practical research
and experiment, for which nobility and even royalty shared the
credit with commoners, had lifted its technology far ahead of
most farming on the continent* Its breeds were the best, its
cropping the most scientific, its yields the highest; its virtually
universal2 substitution of horses for oxen for all purposes of
farm traction typified visibly its specialization for quality and its
application of superior force. Its wages, though low to our eyes,
were the highest agricultural wages in Europe, and represented
a distinctly better standard of material comfort than that of
most of the self-employed peasantry in similar European lati-
tudes. Much the same may be said of its housing conditions,
Its worst remaining employment abuse—the gang system—had
been finally exposed and almost suppressed in the sixties. Joseph
Arch's agricultural trade-union movement, launched in Feb-
ruary 1872 and prudently conducted by dissenting lay preachers,
succeeded in raising wages over wide areas by is. 6d. or %s. a
1 Sheep between 1878 and 1882 actually decreased by over five millions in four
years.
* Oxen ploughing could still be seen in 1889 on at least one Dorset farm where
they had never been given up, but only as a curiosity of individual conservatism.

